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What will be covered in this course?

1. Lesson 1 – AICode101 Review and Rock, Paper, Scissors 
project

2. Lesson 2 – Pet Commands

3. Lesson 3 – Smart Home

4. Lesson 4 – Smiling/Frowning Recognition

5. Lesson 5 – Animal Chatbot

6. Lesson 6 – Riddle master

7. Lesson 7 – Emotion Recognition

8. Lesson 8 – Maze Game

9. Lesson 9 – Face Unlock / Final Project Review

10. Lesson 10 – Final Project Presentation



What is AI?

Discussion



What uses AI?

 Write any examples you think might be AI
 Robot vacuums

 Amazon Alexa

 Netflix Recommendations

 Siri

 Self-driving cars 



What is Data?



Data – Human Learning

How did we learn to recognize cats when we were young?



Data – Machine Learning

 To help the machine classify 
an “apple” and a “banana”, 
we need to define features 
of the data the algorithm 
will look at such as “color” 
and “hardness””

 Once you know features, 
collect data

 The algorithm will figure 
out how much to weigh 
each feature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bJ7RChxMWQ&t=1s



Introduction to AICode101



Data – Machine Learning

 Please go to https://aicode101.com

 Create an image project: rock paper scissors 

 Create Labels: rock, paper, scissors 

 Take 20+ pictures for each label from different angles

 Train your ML model

 Test your ML model



Machine Learning Model

 Create a new project on aicode101.com
 Call it “RockPaperScissors” and set it as an image 

project

Creating a machine learning model 
with Scratch involves four steps: 

1. Create Labels
2. Training
3. Testing
4. Scratch

“Label” in machine learning represents 
the trained smart output 
“Terms” in machine learning represents 
your data that map your patterns or 
predictions named as the correlated 
“Labels” as you defined 



Creating the labels

 Under “Create Labels & Terms”, click “Create Label” 
button and write the label as “Rock”. You have two 
options to create or collect the terms (data): (a) 
upload your images as terms by clicking the + icon; (b) 
using your webcam to take pictures automatically. 

 When you use your webcam, please click and hold the 
“RECORD WEBCAM” button to take pictures of your 
objects

 Next, click “Create Label” again and add “Paper” as 
another Label and upload/take your images as 
instructed above

 Repeat for another Label “Scissors”

Pease turn on your computer camera, if you want to take photo directly



Creating the labels example






Train your model

 If satisfied with your labels and samples, you may click “Run Training” 

 If everything goes smoothly, you should get a notification saying 
‘Training in Progress’. 

 After the training is completed, you should be able to see the “Test 
Your Training”



Test your training

 Click “Run a Test” button to test your training with some images other than the 
ones you already entered as labels and Terms to be sure it was trained correctly. 
Evaluation data should be different from your input data

 Your testing result returns what is recognized (your labels) with a confidence 
percentage for each label. The higher percentage label represents the ML 
decision

 If your testing gives an incorrect answer, 

 Consider adding more images to improve your training 
data

 Check if the main features of your evaluation images vary 
too much from your drawings

 If satisfied with your testing, you may click “SATISFIED WITH 
YOUR RESULTS”, to apply your ML models



Time to Apply our Machine 
Learning to Scratch



Using your model in Scratch

 Once the training is complete and you’re happy with the 
results, it’s time to apply your model

 As Step #4 it is time to Apply our Model to Scratch now.

 Head towards the top of the page again and then click on 
the “Select Application” option.



Using your model in Scratch

 Next, we are going to choose the 
Scratch program.

 You may or may not see other options, 
but just ignore them.

 We are focused on the “Launch 
Scratch” button.

 After you click that, you will see a 
Scratch tab open up with a fresh and 
empty project.



Using your model in Scratch

 With this fresh new empty project we are going 
to go ahead and start using our Machine 
Learning Model

 First, we need to add the extension that we will 
be using to our project

 Head to the bottom left of the page and find 
the icon that looks like this…

 Next, we will need to choose the right 
extension for our project

 Earlier we were taking pictures of our hands for 
our Rock Paper Scissors game right? Meaning 
that we will be making an Image project.



Time to Start Coding!



Preparing the Project

 Before we start coding we need to do a 
couple of things to prepare our project

 First, go ahead and delete the initial cat 
sprite that comes with the project

 Next, add a new sprite that we will ”paint” 
except we will leave it empty



Preparing the Project

 As soon as the canvas opens up so that you 
can start drawing your sprite, head over to 
the bottom left and hover over the white cat 
face

 Go ahead and click on the very first option, 
it will have a Camera icon.

 Your computer may ask you for permission to 
use your camera. Please go ahead and 
click on “Allow”



Preparing the Project

 Next we are going to have to take 3 different pictures using the 
same steps that we just saw in the last slide

 Go ahead and take 3 different pictures:

 First one being a picture of your hand in the shape of “Paper”

 Next one being a picture of your hand in the shape of “Scissors”

 And the last one being a picture of your hand in the shape of 
“Rock”

 Take this time to rename the pictures as well…with their respective 
shape as the name



Coding our Project

 Now that we have our pictures we can start coding 
our program

 It will be a rather simple program, we will just be 
printing out a message saying which image is being 
recognized

 Add the following code to your program:



Fixing up our Sprite

 Next, we will be positioning our Sprite in a 
specific position so that our backdrop 
(which we will paint later) can be shown.

 Go ahead and make the following 
changes to your sprite:
 Change the size of your Sprite from 100 to 

70.

 Change the x position of your Sprite to 0.

 Lastly, change the y position of your Sprite 
to 42.



Drawing Backdrops

 Now it is time to draw all of the 
backdrops that are needed for this 
project

 We will need 4 backdrops:
 First one is the default backdrop that will 

introduce our program
 Second one will be used for when ”Paper” 

is detected
 Third one will be used for when ”Scissors” is 

detected
 The fourth and last one will be used for 

when ”Rock” is detected



Coding our Backdrop

 Time to code our backdrop now.

 We want to code it up so that it will 
change to the default backdrop at 
the beginning and then change 
depending on what image our 
model detects.

 Go ahead and add the following 
code to your backdrop:



We Finished!

 Great work everyone! We have finished our 
first project of our 10 week series.

 Go ahead and test out your project and see 
how it works.

 If you have extra time go ahead and add 
some other cool features to your project, or 
think of some other features that you can 
add on your own time.
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